Conservation implications of ameliorating survival of little brown bats with white-nose syndrome
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Abstract. Management of wildlife populations impacted by novel threats is often challenged by a lack of data on temporal changes in demographic response. Populations may suffer rapid declines from the introduction of new stressors, but how demography changes over time is critical to determining long-term outcomes for populations. White-nose syndrome (WNS), an infectious disease of hibernating bats, has caused massive and rapid population declines in several hibernating species of bats in North America since the disease was first observed on the continent in 2006. Estimating annual survival rates and demographic trends among remnant colonies of hibernating bats that experienced mass mortality from WNS is needed to determine long-term population viability of species impacted by this disease. Using mark–recapture data on infected little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus), we estimated the first apparent annual survival rates for four years following WNS detection at a site. We found strong support for an increasing trend in annual survival, which improved from 0.68 (95% CI = 0.44–0.85) to 0.75 (95% CI = 0.51–0.89) for males and 0.65 (95% CI = 0.44–0.81) to 0.70 (95% CI = 0.50–0.84) for females. These results suggest that stabilization at remnant colonies after mass mortality from WNS may be due to improved survival and not from immigration from other areas. Despite ameliorating survival, our stochastic matrix projection model predicts continued declines for little brown bat populations (λ = 0.95), raising concern for the regional persistence of this species. We conducted a vital rate sensitivity analysis and determined that adult and juvenile survival, as opposed to fecundity, are the demographic parameters most important to target to maximize recovery potential of little brown bat populations in areas impacted by WNS.
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INTRODUCTION

Abrupt environmental changes caused by an introduced predator, competitor, or pathogen often result in immediate and significant declines in native or host species (Thomas et al. 2004, Rachowicz et al. 2005). Detection of novel threats typically occurs only after mass mortality within wild populations is reported (Mörner et al. 2002). Severity of population declines magnifies the urgency for timely conservation intervention; however, determination of the appropriate management strategy is hindered by the uncertainty surrounding a population’s response to the threat. Novel stressors can dramatically alter the dynamics of naïve populations, typically with negative impacts (e.g., Stachowicz et al. 2002, Harvell et al. 2009, Walther 2010), but populations may also persist via a density-dependent demographic response (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005) or rapidly developed evolutionary or ecological adaptations (e.g., Thompson 1998, Strauss et al. 2006, Hendry et al. 2008, Flajnik and Kasahara 2010). Short-term demographic analyses can assist in supporting or rejecting initial hypotheses about a population’s response to a threat. Further, they may be helpful for identifying and understanding the mechanism(s) driving that response. Because populations experiencing abrupt environmental change are unstable (Fefferman and Reed 2006), sensitivity and elasticity analyses that incorporate uncertainty can be useful in identifying effective management strategies to promote short-term growth of an unstable population, which may have lasting consequences for the long-term persistence of affected populations.

White-nose syndrome (WNS), the fungal disease affecting hibernating bats, is caused by the pathogen, Pseudogymnoascus destructans (Gargas et al. 2009,
Minnis and Lindner 2013). Following the first documentation of WNS in 2006, the disease has spread rapidly throughout eastern North America and devastated colonies of several species of hibernating bats. Colonies have declined by 99% for some species in WNS-infected hibernacula, and several previously common species are now at risk of regional or global extinction (Frick et al. 2010a, Langwig et al. 2012, Frick et al. 2015). As a psychrophilic fungus, growth of P. destructans is restricted to temperatures of 3–15°C and >90% relative humidity (Verant et al. 2012) and affects bats during hibernation, when individuals are torpid for extended periods (Langwig et al. 2015).

Frick et al. (2010a) conducted an early assessment of the regional population impacts of WNS mortality on little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) in the northeastern USA, where WNS first emerged. Their population viability analysis (PVA) predicted regional extinction of the species within 16 years (Frick et al. 2010a). However, declines have slowed and stabilized for some species in areas where WNS has been present for a few years (Langwig et al. 2012, Reichard et al. 2014). There are several possible mechanisms for stabilization, which lead to substantially different conclusions about population persistence. One hypothesis is that documented stabilization at hibernacula in years following exposure to WNS is due to immigration of susceptible individuals from other sites. If this is true, regional populations will continue to plummet toward extinction as these infected hibernacula serve as population sinks. Alternatively, surviving bats may exhibit acquired resistance, either through effective immune response and/or by behavioral shifts (Langwig et al. 2012) that lower disease mortality. Finally, remnant colonies of bats may consist of individuals with some level of genetic resistance to the pathogen (Maslo and Fefferman 2015). Whether bats are capable of surviving within infected hibernacula or are immigrating into infected sites from elsewhere has important consequences for informing effective management intervention.

Here, we provide the first annual survival estimates for little brown bats affected by WNS after the initial mass mortality from disease. We analyze four years of mark–recapture data from a hibernacula to determine the demographic impact of WNS. We examine sex-specific and yearly differences in survival, and we investigate whether there is a linear trend in survival over time. We then incorporate these survival rates into a stochastic population projection matrix model and conduct a vital rate sensitivity analysis to identify the most appropriate vital rate (stage specific survival and fecundity) to target for implementing effective measures to promote little brown bat recovery.

**Methods**

**Population monitoring**

We conducted fieldwork at Hibernia Mine, a 700-m abandoned iron mine located within the Wildcat Ridge Management Area in Rockaway, Morris County, New Jersey, USA. This mine was the roost site of the largest known hibernating colony of little brown bats in New Jersey, with pre-WNS (winter of 2008–2009) abundance estimated at ~27,000 individuals (M. Valent, unpublished data). We began the study in 2010, one year after the detection of WNS at the site. We captured little brown bats just prior to spring emergence from the mine between late March and early April 2010–2013. We banded individuals (see Plate 1) with unique 2.9-mm or 2.4-mm lipped alloy bands (Porzana, Icklesham, UK). We classified all bats as adults, as it is not possible to accurately determine age class after an individual’s first summer (Brunet-Rossini and Wilkinson 2009). Because survival estimation in bats is limited by low recapture rates (e.g., O’Shea et al. 2003, 2004), we additionally resighted banded bats outside the main capture period during the late summer/early fall when bats swarm at the mine entrance. Population monitoring activities were conducted under the authority of a cooperative agreement between the New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife (formerly New Jersey Division of Fish, Game and Shellfisheries) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, dated 23 June 1976. National White-Nose Syndrome Decontamination Protocols were followed during all visits.

**Survival estimation**

We used Barker’s model in Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) to analyze encounter histories of marked, recaptured, and resighted individuals (Barker 1997). The Barker model uses a maximum-likelihood approach and allows for the simultaneous modeling of information about marked animals gathered from both within and outside the marking interval (Barker and White 2001). The model estimates the survival probability of an individual from i to i+1 (survival, S); the probability an animal at risk of capture at t is captured at t+1 (recapture, P); the probability that an individual that dies between i and i+1 is found dead (recovery, R); the probability an individual that survives from i to i+1 is resighted alive between marking occasions (resight, R’); the probability an individual that dies between marking occasions without being found dead is resighted before it died (resight, R’); the probability that an individual at risk of capture at i is at risk of capture at i+1 (F); and the probability an individual not at risk of capture at i is at risk of capture at i+1 (F’). We simplified our analysis by reducing the parameterization of our saturated model, holding R and F’ as time dependent with no differences in sex (e.g., Slattery and Alisauskas 2002, Cattet et al. 2008). Because we did not recover any dead bats between marking occasions, we set r=0. Based on Norquay et al. (2013), we fit a model of random emigration by constraining F=F’, holding these parameters constant at 0.96 to reflect the high site fidelity of little brown bats to hibernacula.
We developed 24 a priori candidate models containing combinations of constant, yearly, time trend, and sex-specific effects on annual survival and recapture probabilities (Appendix: Table A1). Our global model included time-dependent and sex-specific survival and recapture. To test for goodness of fit, we used a parametric bootstrapping procedure with 500 simulations of our saturated model, which included all parameters. Within Program MARK, we calculated a variance inflation factor of \( \hat{c} = 1.54 \) for our global model, indicating modest overdispersion in our data (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Therefore, we used small-sample-corrected quasi-Akaikes information criterion (QAIC\(_c\)) adjusted by \( \hat{c} = 1.54 \) (Burnham and Anderson 2002). We ranked candidate models by \( \Delta \text{QAIC}\(_c\) \) and quasi-Akaike weights (\( w \)), which represent the relative likelihood of the model, given the data (Johnson and Omland 2004). To reduce model selection bias and uncertainty, we calculated estimates by averaging parameters within all models contributing to \( w \geq 0.95 \) (Burnham and Anderson 2002, Burnham et al. 2011).

**Population projection models**

To examine the effect of survival on long-term population growth, we incorporated our estimates into four two-stage Lefkovitch matrices (Caswell 2001, Morris and Doak 2002), each representing one study year from 2010–2013:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
S_j \times B_j \times \text{Fe} & S_a \times B_a \times \text{Fe} \\
S_j & S_a
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( S \) represents survival of female little brown bats; \( B \) and \( S \) and \( B \) and \( S \) and \( j \) and \( a \) and \( \text{Fe} \) and \( \text{Fe} \) and \( j \) and \( a \) indicate values for juveniles or adults, respectively. Little brown bats have a single pup each year and are sexually mature by the end of their first summer (Watt and Fenton 1995, Frick et al. 2010b), so we held fecundity (Fe) constant for both age classes at Fe = 1. We assigned probability of breeding for adults and juveniles to values of \( B_j = 0.38 \) and \( B_a = 0.85 \), respectively, based upon published estimates generated from either 15 years of pre-WNS mark-recapture data or post-WNS adult reproductive rates (Reichard and Kunz 2009, Frick et al. 2010a, b). We fixed juvenile survival as a constant proportion of adult survival (\( S_j = 0.47 S_a \); Frick et al. 2010a).

We chose an initial vector of \( N = 1000 \) to represent an infected bat colony that has experienced some stabilization after WNS arrival (USFWS, unpublished data), and we assumed a stable age structure. We projected our population through the 2010–2013 matrices and then continued the projection an additional 96 years, allowing mean survival to continue ameliorating by 0.01 until it equaled its 10-year pre-WNS average of 0.77 (Frick et al. 2010a). We ran a 10 000-iteration Monte Carlo simulation, allowing \( S_j \) and \( B_j \) to vary stochastically based on random number generation of beta distributions derived from the means and variances of each parameter, and we generated a mean stochastic yearly growth rate, \( \lambda \).

Informed conservation strategies for WNS-infected bat populations also require an understanding of the annual population growth rates over the short term, which can be influenced dramatically by population structure (Mills 2012). We have no data on the actual population structure of the Hibernia Mine colony, but populations experiencing abrupt environmental change rarely exhibit stable age distributions (Fefferman and Reed 2006). If WNS has a greater impact on juvenile (first-year) than adult survival, the population could become skewed toward adults. To investigate differences in population trajectories between a stable and adult-skewed population structure, we artificially generated an adult-skewed initial population vector of 800 adults and 200 juveniles. We then examined differences both in annual short-term growth rates (prior to model convergence) and resulting population sizes.

**Vital rate sensitivity analyses**

We used vital rate sensitivity analysis of our post-WNS estimates to identify which vital rates should be targeted to most rapidly increase population size over a short time frame. Vital rate sensitivity analyses are more advantageous than traditional sensitivity analyses (e.g., Morris and Doak 2002) because the stable age distribution assumption can be relaxed (Fefferman and Reed 2006), which is beneficial when populations are undergoing rapid declines (e.g., Fefferman and Reed 2006, Reed et al. 2009). Further, vital rate sensitivity analyses focus on maximizing population size over a short time frame, which can be critical for rapid conservation action (Field et al. 2007).

Based on current research projects on WNS management and published literature on potential management strategies (e.g., Boyles and Willis 2010, Willis et al. 2011, Cornelison et al. 2014), we developed three objectives for increasing short-term population growth of infected bat colonies: (1) increasing adult and juvenile annual survival by 6%; (2) increasing adult reproduction by 10%; and (3) increasing both adult and juvenile reproduction by 10%. We evaluated the effect of these objectives on the 15-year cumulative growth rate \( (\lambda^{15}) \) and final size of our representative colony. Although it would be informative to identify the sensitivity of age-based survival, WNS infection and subsequent mortality occur most often during the winter (Langwig et al. 2015), when all age classes are hibernating together. Therefore, any management action targeting survival, such as anti-fungal treatments or provisioning of supplemental water or electrolyte sources (Cryan et al. 2013a, Cornelison et al. 2014), probably will influence all age classes.

We projected our stable and adult-skewed populations through the yearly matrices identified previously...
and began vital rate perturbations in year 5. For management objectives 1–3, we calculated the change in colony size ($\Delta N$) between the first and 15th year of the simulation. The objective resulting in the largest short-term population growth of infected bat populations ($\Delta N$) was considered the most effective alternative (Fefferman and Reed 2006). To account for uncertainty, we ran 10,000 iterations of the vital rate sensitivity analysis projections for each population structure in a Monte Carlo simulation. We incorporated stochasticity (as before) in adult and juvenile survival, and we assigned a certainty of management recommendations as the percentage of times a given management goal resulted in the largest positive $\Delta N$.

## RESULTS

### Population monitoring

We conducted mark–recapture operations on 12 occasions during the four-year study period, and we resighted individuals on eight occasions outside the main capture period in those years. We captured 656 little brown bats (256 females, 400 males); of these, 274 and 57 individuals were recaptured and resighted, respectively.

### Survival estimation

Model selection results show strong support for a linear increase in survival over time (Table 1). Of the 24 candidate models proposed, 98% of the QAIC$_{c}$ weights were captured in the top four models, which all provided strong support for a linear trend in survival (Table 1). Model-averaged survival increased from 0.68 (95% CI = 0.44–0.85) to 0.75 (95% CI = 0.51–0.89) for males and 0.65 (95% CI = 0.44–0.81) to 0.70 (95% CI = 0.50–0.84) for females across the study period (Fig. 1). Recapture rates ranged from 0.30 (95% CI = 0.18–0.44) to 0.67 (95% CI = 0.52–0.80) for males and 0.27 (95% CI = 0.15–0.44) to 0.57 (95% CI = 0.37–0.76) for females between 2011 and 2013.

### Population projections

The long-term population projection converged on a mean yearly stochastic growth rate of 0.95, predicting persistent annual declines of 5% in colonies of little brown bats infected with WNS. However, short-term annual growth rates varied between the two population structures. The stable and adult-skewed populations demonstrated opposite patterns, exhibiting a marked decline and growth, respectively, before stabilizing within five years of WNS emergence (Fig. 2).

### Vital rate sensitivity analyses

For both population structures, increasing survival of both age classes (objective 1) had the largest positive effect on short-term population growth and was reported as the best management recommendation with 100% certainty (Table 2). Although this management action returns both colonies to positive growth after five years (Fig. 3), the adult-skewed colony results in the greatest $\Delta N$, increasing by 395 individuals over the 15-year period.

## DISCUSSION

### Implications of survival rates on long-term population dynamics

Our work provides the first annual survival estimates for little brown bats affected by WNS based on mark–recapture data. Increasing annual survival after initial mortality from WNS suggests an adaptive response of little brown bats to this novel pathogen (Fig. 1). Massive mortality was first observed at Hibernia Mine during the

---

**Table 1. Model selection results of the top six a priori candidate models for survival ($S$) and recapture ($p$) probabilities for little brown bats Myotis lucifugus ($N = 656$) at Hibernia Mine, Rockaway, New Jersey, USA.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>QAIC$_{c}$</th>
<th>$\Delta$QAIC$_{c}$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S$(time, sex) + $p$(year)</td>
<td>1279.39</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$(time) + $p$(year, sex)</td>
<td>1279.57</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$(time, sex) + $p$(year, sex)</td>
<td>1280.23</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$(time) + $p$(year)</td>
<td>1281.28</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$(year, sex) + $p$(year)</td>
<td>1286.56</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$(constant, sex) + $p$(year, sex)</td>
<td>1287.15</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** For all models, recoveries ($r$) were set to 0 to indicate that no animals were recovered dead between marking occasions, and all models were set to constant resight probability and random emigration ($F = F^* = 0.96$). The top four models (in boldface; $w = 0.98$) were used for model-averaged survival parameter estimation. QAIC$_{c}$ is the quasi-Akaike’s information criterion corrected for small sample size; $\Delta$QAIC$_{c}$ is the difference between the QAIC$_{c}$ value between each model and the top model; $w$ is the quasi-Akaike weight. Time is the linear time trend and year represents yearly variation.
hibernation period of 2008–2009, when the colony declined from an estimated 27,000 to 1,756 individuals during that first year, suggesting a first-year post-WNS survival rate of 9.5%. Since that time, annual survival appears to have rebounded considerably, and although annual survival rates remain lower than typical pre-WNS levels (Frick et al. 2010b), our results show a trend of increasing survival rates over time.

Although the mechanisms of increasing survival are not known, overwinter survival could improve from several causes, including an acquired immune response to infection (Richmond et al. 2009), changes in hibernating behavior (Langwig et al. 2012), and evolutionary selection for genetically resistant individuals (Loehle 1995, Harvell et al. 2009, Matthews et al. 2013, Maslo and Fefferman 2015). Langwig et al. (2012) suggested that little brown bats alter their social behavior after the arrival of WNS by roosting solitarily rather than in dense clusters, which could limit exposure and transmission of P. destructans and reduce mortality. Pseudogymnoascus destructans may also be undergoing epidemic fade-out if transmission is density dependent and host populations have dropped below the threshold for invasion (Lloyd-Smith et al. 2005). Our analysis here is based on a relatively short time period immediately following the emergence of WNS. Long-term mark–recapture studies could help to determine whether survival rates of bats at sites with WNS continue to increase toward pre-WNS levels (Frick et al. 2010b), or if WNS will regulate host populations and colony sizes.

**Table 2.** Vital rate sensitivity analysis results for each simulated age distribution of little brown bats, based upon the three management scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age structure</th>
<th>Increase adult and juvenile survival by 0.06</th>
<th>Increase adult reproduction by 0.1</th>
<th>Increase adult and juvenile reproduction by 0.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta N$</td>
<td>$\lambda'$</td>
<td>$\Delta N$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>-448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult-skewed</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>-326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes: We ran vital rate sensitivity analyses on two artificially generated age distributions: stable (40% juveniles) and adult-skewed (20% juveniles). In both cases, certainty of management recommendation was 100% based upon 10,000 iterations of Monte Carlo simulation. $\Delta N$ values represent the change in population size from 2010 (year 0) to 2025 (year 15) of the vital rate sensitivity analysis, and $\lambda'$ represents the cumulative annual population growth rate derived from the vital rate sensitivity analysis.*
will remain small and similar to those in Europe, where the disease is endemic (Frick et al. 2015).

Our results from Hibernia Mine do not support the hypothesis that the observed stabilization of some little brown bat colonies is primarily the result of immigration of new individuals from other sites. If bats were immigrating to new sites and dying at the same rates observed during the mass mortality phase of WNS, annual survival estimates would be significantly lower than reported. Overall, little is known about site fidelity to hibernacula for little brown bats, except for a recent study by Norquay et al. (2013), which showed that site fidelity is high, at least in the northern extent of the species’ range.

Our matrix projection models predict a mean stochastic yearly growth rate of $\lambda = 0.95$ despite ameliorating survival during the four year study period, suggesting that if survival does not continue to improve, the long-term impacts of WNS are severe. Although these results suggest that little brown bats will persist longer than previously expected based on the first three years of mortality rates (Frick et al. 2010b), a 5% annual rate of decline still results in almost certain regional extinction (or quasi-extinction) within 100 years. Our analysis is based on a single hibernating colony of little brown bats located within a geographic region considered highly suitable for P. destructans (Flory et al. 2012). Population trajectories of little brown bats could vary across the WNS-infected region based upon latitudinal differences in environmental conditions and hibernacula microclimates (Flory et al. 2012, Langwig et al. 2012, Verant et al. 2012), but currently little is known about geographic variation in mortality from WNS. If the demographic patterns observed in this study are representative of the response of little brown bat

Plate 1. Little brown bat (Myotis lucifugus) banded at Hibernia Mine, Rockaway, New Jersey, USA in 2012. Photo credit: Eden Buenaventura.
colonies to WNS, our results raise serious concerns about this species’ long-term regional persistence.

**Short-term conservation strategies**

Given the severity of initial mortality from WNS of North American bat populations and the bleak prognosis reported here and elsewhere (Frick et al. 2010a), developing an effective strategy for mitigating WNS impacts and conserving affected species is of critical importance. Our results strongly suggest that active management is required to increase little brown bat recovery potential. Despite several advances in understanding the ecology of *P. destructans* and its effects on bats (e.g., Warnecke et al. 2012, Langwig et al. 2015), a clear path toward effective management of this pathogen is not yet apparent. Our vital rate sensitivity analysis determined that increasing survival across both age classes (as opposed to strategies focused on increasing fecundity) would be the most effective strategy for increasing little brown bat abundance over a 15-year period. Unfortunately, there are currently no established methods for improving survival of infected bats. Several methods for reducing infection intensity have been unsuccessful or are in early stages of development. For example, decontamination of the environmental reservoir in infected hibernacula could reduce exposure and transmission of *P. destructans*. Early trials are underway, but concerns about treating natural environments with anti-fungals have been raised (Foley et al. 2011). Maintenance of localized thermal refugia may lessen the energetic costs of frequent arousals of torpid bats (Boyles and Willis 2010), and provisioning of sodium and chloride may replenish depleted electrolyte levels in infected hibernating bats (Cryan et al. 2013b). However, even if either or both of these approaches prove effective for ameliorating rates of mortality, there is no current mechanism to entice bats to use thermal refugia or to deliver electrolyte supplements. Chemical and biocontrol of *P. destructans* through bacterially produced volatile organic compounds or other anti-fungal treatments is also being investigated (Cryan et al. 2013b, Cornelison et al. 2014). Although feasibility of implementing these strategies over the long term is challenged by the difficulties of disturbing bats during hibernation with single or repeated treatments, using these methods to maintain populations above a critical size threshold may prove to be the key to improving survival of infected bats.

Our vital rate sensitivity analysis indicated that targeting management to improve reproductive rates would not have a significant effect on colony size. Average pre-WNS reproductive rates for little brown bats are estimated at >0.93 (Humphrey 1971, Reynolds 1999, Frick et al. 2010b). Preliminary post-WNS reproductive rates have been reported as ~0.85 (Reichard and Kunz 2009, Frick et al. 2010a, b), generated from physical examination of female bats at maternity colonies in midsummer, when nonreproductive females may have already vacated the roost (J. Reichard, personal communication). If true, these estimates probably overestimate reproductive rates. Indeed, WNS may have several negative impacts on female reproduction. Bats recovering from severe WNS infection may forego reproduction in any given year as a facultative response to physiological stress, allowing them to allocate nutritional reserves toward healing. WNS infection may also cause a delay in reproduction until the recovery process is complete and the individual has sufficient energy reserves to support reproduction. Because WNS advances spring emergence times (Norquay and Willis 2014), even bats with low infection loads and fat reserves sufficient to initiate pregnancy may be negatively affected by the cold temperatures and low insect availability of early spring. Alternatively, the severity of initial WNS mortality may have triggered an increase in juvenile reproductive rates, as has been observed at some maternity sites (C. Dobony, unpublished data) and demonstrated for some populations of Tasmanian devils (*Sarcophilus harrisii*; Jones et al. 2008). The lingering effects of WNS on individuals that survive initial infection may prove profound, and continued research focused on reproductive females at maternity colonies should be a priority.

Considering the population structure of a remnant colony is important when defining short-term management objectives because population dynamics over the first few years following initial WNS mortality vary based upon the distribution of age classes. Stable populations exhibit decreasing annual growth rates, but a heavily adult-skewed population will show a temporary pulse in abundance before measurable declines reestablish (Fig. 3). Although successful management intervention of any population can increase the probability of its persistence in the long term, capitalizing on the temporary pulse in growth of an adult-skewed population by increasing survival results in a higher return on management efforts, in this case with a net gain of 395 individuals (Table 2, Fig. 3). If bats are adaptively responding to WNS infection, boosting colony size in the short term may reduce the negative stochastic impacts and Allee effects until the colony can recover on its own.

**Conclusions**

Our analysis demonstrates the first empirical evidence that annual survival rates can improve markedly in remnant little brown bat colonies infected with WNS and may result in lengthened colony persistence. Our results suggest that there exists either a strong selection pressure for genetically resistant little brown bats or an adaptive immunological response to WNS infection. However, despite the marked increase in survival relative to initial mortality from WNS at individual hibernating colonies, current survival rates are not sufficient to support long-term recovery. These data, combined with the increased vulnerability of small populations to stochastic processes,
raise serious concerns regarding the long-term regional persistence of this species. Timely, active management targeting increased survival is likely to improve the recovery potential of little brown bats. However, the continued ability of this species to respond adaptively to WNS infection through continued amelioration of survival and reproduction will ultimately determine their probability of persistence for the long term.
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